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Abstract
Neural implementation of classical High-Threshold Theory reveals fundamental flaws in its applicability to realistic neural
systems and to the two-alternative forced-choice (2AFC) paradigm. For 2AFC, Signal Detection Theory provides a basis for
accurate analysis of the observer’s attentional strategy and effective degree of probability summation over attended neural
channels. The resulting theory provides substantially different predictions from those of previous approximation analyses. In
additive noise, attentional probability summation depends on the attentional model assumed. (1) For an ideal attentional strategy
in additive noise, summation proceeds at a diminishing rate from an initial level of fourth-root summation for the first few
channels. The maximum improvement asymptotes to about a factor of 4 by a million channels. (2) For a fixed attention field in
additive noise, detection is highly inefficient at first and approximates fourth-root summation through the summation range. (3)
In physiologically plausible root-multiplicative noise, on the other hand, attentional probability summation mimics a linear
improvement in sensitivity up to about ten channels, approaching a factor of 1000 by a million channels. (4) Some noise sources,
such as noise from eye movements, are fully multiplicative and would prevent threshold determination within their range of
effectiveness. Such results may require reappraisal of previous interpretations of detection behavior in the 2AFC paradigm.
© 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A principal function of early human vision is to
analyze the spatial structure of images of the visual
world. This information is then used to develop a
representation of the properties of the objects before us
and their layout in 3D space and in time. Despite
previous attempts, a valid analytic framework has yet
to be applied to the variety of spatial integration phe-
nomena measured in laboratory studies. The analysis
provided in this paper will demonstrate the deficiencies
in previous approaches and form the basis for a com-
prehensive analysis of spatial summation based on the
tenets of Signal Detection Theory, specifically in the
context of detection and discrimination tasks measured
by the two-alternative forced-choice (2AFC) paradigm.
The analysis is valid for summation in any stimulus
domain, but it will be illustrated with specific reference
to summation in one and two-dimensional spatial
vision.
Detailed analysis of summation behavior requires
accurate models of the kinds of summation principles
that can operate in psychophysics. The kind of summa-
tion performed by physiological receptive fields will be
termed physiological summation (whether linear or
nonlinear), to distinguish it from probability summa-
tion performed on the outputs of a set of decision
variables (even though the latter operation must also
ultimately be a physiological process in the brain). The
primary theoretical analysis will be developed under the
assumptions of Signal Detection Theory: that the main
source of noise is external, Gaussian and independent
of stimulus contrast. The theory also encompasses con-
ditions where threshold is dominated by internal Gaus-
sian noise and other forms of the noise distribution.
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Summation is quantified over arrays of processing
mechanisms that are equal in sensitivity, although the
theory could be extended to arbitrary sets of processes.
Extension of the analysis to cases where the internal
noise properties are some function of internal signal
strength reveals major departures from the behavior
with independent noise.
No complete account of summation behavior under
the 2AFC paradigm has been published despite its
widespread use for several decades. The most extensive
published analysis of these issues is by Pelli
(1985), which provides the basis for much of the
present treatment, although many of our conclusions
differ from the approximations derived in that paper.
One of Pelli’s goals was to show that Weibull
High-Threshold Theory could approximate the full pre-
dictions of Signal Detection Theory for the 2AFC
paradigm. The approximations were valid over a lim-
ited range under the assumptions Pelli made, but he did
not develop the theory in more general cases. A key
assumption was that the human observer is always
operating under conditions of high uncertainty. This
interpretation seems inherently implausible in
practiced observers and we show that there are condi-
tions under which this assumption is violated. Hence
the 2AFC predictions need to be developed in accurate
and usable form for a full treatment of psychophysical
data.
The paper is divided into four main sections. The
first section considers the implications of previous
analyses of 2AFC probability summation through
High Threshold Theory and finds these approaches to
be fundamentally flawed in several respects. The
second section develops the analysis of 2AFC
summation through Signal Detection Theory limited by
additive noise (from either external or internal
sources). In the third section, the implications of a
variety of non-ideal attentional strategies are
spelled out for this additive noise case. The final
section expands the analysis to cases where the
internal noise properties are some multiplicative func-
tion of internal signal strength, revealing major depar-
tures from the behavior with signal-independent
noise.
1.1. Assumptions of the 2AFC analysis
The assumptions of the main 2AFC analysis (Sec-
tions 3–5) are generally straightforward. There are also
subsidiary issues that arise from considering alterna-
tives to some of the assumptions. These alternatives are
noted in brackets (A note on terminology; The term
‘distribution’ is used here to imply a probability density
function, PDF, to which some noise variable conforms,
as in ‘Gaussian distribution’. The cumulative integral of
such a function is termed its ‘cumulative distribution
function’, or CDF).
1. In the 2AFC paradigm, the observer is presented
with two defined stimulus events, both containing
some background condition, while one also con-
tains a test stimulus to be detected. The observer’s
task is to indicate which of the two events included
the test stimulus.
2. There are sources of noise present in the stimulus
events. Any component of the noise that is corre-
lated between the two events forms part of the
background from which the test is to be discrimi-
nated. We therefore consider ‘noise’ to include all
sources of trial-to-trial variation that are uncorre-
lated between the stimulus events.
3. The noise is assumed to be white in space and time
(for a fixed stimulus level) and Gaussian in its
probability density function (PDF). The Gaussian
assumption is plausible because of the Central
Limit Theorem that the PDF for combinations of
non-Gaussian noise is asymptotically Gaussian. If
there are many sources of external and internal
noise impinging at the decision site, therefore, the
resulting noise is most likely to be Gaussian. [Al-
ternatively, the PDF is assumed to take the form of
a Poisson noise distribution.] [The Ideal Observer
formulation makes the restrictive assumption that
there are no noise sources except those present in
the stimulus.]
4. The noise is assumed to be additive and indepen-
dent of the strength of the test stimulus. [Alterna-
tively, the noise variance is assumed to vary as
some function of stimulus strength.]
5. Without the noise, the internal signals for each
mechanism on which a decision is based are as-
sumed to vary linearly with stimulus strength. [Al-
ternatively, the internal signal is assumed to
increase directly with stimulus strength above some
level but be limited by a threshold such that the
internal signal remains at zero below that level. If
the threshold occurs at or above the level of the
system noise in the absence of a test stimulus, it is
known as a ‘high threshold’.]
6. The visual system is assumed to consist of some
(large) number of local mechanisms that transmit
independent signals concerning the state of the
outside world. The mechanisms are independent in
the sense that their noise sources are statistically
independent.
7. Each local mechanism is assumed to summate lin-
early over space within some weighting function
known as its summation field. The summation may
be over signals that are preprocessed for some
stimulus attribute (such as orientation) by earlier
neural mechanisms. [The Ideal Observer formula-
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tion assumes that there is a summation field match-
ing the profile of each stimulus presented.] [The
inefficient Ideal Observer formulation assumes that
each summation field is incompletely sampled to a
similar extent, with the loss of a constant propor-
tion of information for all fields.]
8. The local mechanisms are assumed to draw from
the same local noise sources at all sizes of summa-
tion fields.
9. The signals from the local mechanisms are as-
sumed to be combined by some nonlinear process
known as an ‘attention field’ that is able to survey
the local signals and isolate the largest signal. The
implications of several types of control over the
size of the attention field are considered. [The Ideal
Attention formulation assumes that the attention
field matches the stimulus extent, even when the
local summation fields do not.]
10. The observer’s 2AFC decision is assumed to derive
from the larger of the signals from the attention
field for the two stimulus events.
2. Problems with High Threshold Theory in the
presence of additive noise
This section considers the implications of previous
analyses of 2AFC probability summation in relation to
High Threshold Theory and finds inherent problems
with such approaches in several respects. These flaws
indicate that High Threshold Theory does not provide
a firm basis for the analysis of attentional integration of
neural information in the presence of additive noise. To
explain these problems, we first review High-Threshold
Theory, but the source references should be consulted
for full details.
2.1. O6er6iew of High Threshold Theory
High Threshold Theory (Quick, 1974) is an analysis
of the detection of signals that assumes that detection is
limited by a noise-free, or fixed, threshold, below which
no stimulus information is transmitted (Fig. 1a). The
theory gets its name because the threshold is assumed
to be high with respect to any noise in the signal
arriving at the decision site. The goal of High
Threshold Theory is to define the properties of summa-
tion over independent channels, which has come to be
known as ‘probability summation’. In spatial vision, the
probability summation hypothesis implies that the
mechanism of attention is distributed over many spatial
channels rather than being focal, since one cannot
monitor many channels without attending to them. It is
then assumed that, on every trial, the attention mecha-
nism can select the maximum channel response over the
monitored range for use in the detection decision and
ignore all other channels. Probability ‘summation’ is
thus a max operator rather than a summing operator in
the normal sense, and has generally been considered as
the minimal combination rule among independent
mechanisms.
The psychometric function C is the theoretical form
of the observer’s proportion correct in a detection task
as a function of stimulus strength. In Quick’s (1974)
version of High Threshold Theory, the psychometric
functions Ci for each individual channel with mean
response Ri are given by the Weibull function:
Ci1e
 (Ri )
b
,
where Ri f
 s
ai

for stimulus strength s (1a,b)
with f being in general any monotonic function, ai
determining the sensitivity of the ith local mechanism
and b controlling the steepness of the psychometric
Fig. 1. (a) High-threshold analysis, that noise distribution in the absence of signal (left distribution) lies below some threshold level (Ru). The
signal distribution varies in its position as the signal varies (arrow), and passes across the threshold as R increases to reveal some proportion of
the signal distribution of correct responses (shaded area). (b) Weibull predictions for probability summation over number of samples (in time, area
or any other stimulus parameter) for assumed psychometric exponents of b4 and 1.3 (d % powers of 3.2 and 1; see below).
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function. For the remainder of this treatment, we will
assume that f is a linear function, such that
Ri
s
ai
, s\0. (1c)
How the function behaves for negative s depends on
the stimulus domain. For luminance, and for (Michel-
son) contrast, there are no negative signals, so the
function does not exist in the negative region. For other
stimulus domains, the negative portion will have to be
analyzed according to its particular properties.
The Weibull function is derived from the theory of
Failure Analysis and represents the combination of
exponentially decaying failure functions. The effect on
the overall psychometric function of probability sum-
mation over the set of channels (assuming equal sensi-
tivities ai for the mean responses Ri of the individual
channels to the stimulus) is based on the standard
statistical formula that probabilities of not detecting
multiple events should be multiplied together:
C1e (R)
b
15
n
(1Ci)15
n
(1e (Ri )
b
)
1e (n
1:bRi )
b
(2)
Psychophysical threshold is estimated by solving Eq. (2)
for C0.5 (This basic version of the theory assumes
that the observer’s guessing rate is zero). For a criterion
level of the output function C, the similarity in form of
the first and last expressions makes it clear that the
effective mean response over the set of channels is
Rn1:bRi (see Robson & Graham, 1979, for details).
Thus, as the stimulus extent is increased to sample more
of the local mechanisms, the internal response increases
in proportion to the bth root of the number of mecha-
nisms sampled by the attention mechanism.
Fig. 1b depicts the degree of probability summation
over the number of mechanisms sampled for the typical
case of b4 and for the hypothetical case of a linear
psychometric function, when b1.3 (Pelli, 1987). Em-
pirically, the exponent b of the Weibull approximation
to psychometric data may take values from 1.3 to 6
(Mayer & Tyler, 1986). Under the assumption that f is
a linear function (Eq. (1c)), the low value represents the
theoretical low limit on the expected slope if the stimu-
lus is present in all the channels that the visual system
is monitoring (and there is no phase uncertainty; Pelli,
1985). A high value for b represents a high degree of
channel uncertainty. When there is minimal uncer-
tainty, probability summation effects are predicted to
be large relative to the possible contrast measurement
range (Fig. 1). If b1.3, for example, sensitivity im-
provement of as much as a factor of 200 is predicted for
probability summation over n1000 equally stimu-
lated channels. Such a result would be predicted by an
increase in stimulus diameter by a factor of 30 on
homogeneous retina, if n represents the number of local
retinal filters). Under such conditions, probability sum-
mation could not be dismissed as a minor, near-
threshold effect. The generation of such large
summation effects from purely attentional processes
would cloud the issue of what physiological summation
might be taking place because the two effects are of
comparable magnitude.
2.2. High threshold analysis of probability summation
assumes non-Gaussian additi6e noise
Suppose a signal with intensity s can produce an
internal response distribution D(r ;R,s), where r repre-
sents the dimension of the random internal response
variable, with mean R (which is assumed to be a
monotonic function of s) and standard deviation s.
Under the assumption of a high threshold, this noise
distribution is progressively revealed as the signal inten-
sity moves up beyond the threshold level. Thus, if the
noise distribution is additively independent of the mean
response, the probability of detecting signal s is the
integral of the internal signal-plus-noise distribution
from the threshold Ru to infinity. The Weibull formula-
tion of the psychometric function (equation 1a) must
correspond to this integral for some particular noise
distribution Db(rR) around the mean signal R,
C1eRb
&
Ru
Db(rR)dr (3)
where Ru is the mean internal response level at
threshold.
For the assumption that the PDF of the signal
noise distribution generating the Weibull function is of
fixed form, Db(r), it can be solved by taking the
derivative of both sides of Eq. (3) for each integration
limit
bRb1 eR
b
 lim
o
Db(oR)Db(RuR) (4a)
from which,
Db(r)brb1 · erb, with rRRur,
for rBRRu (4b)
On the assumption that the mean response R is linear
with the external stimulus strength s, equation (4) defi-
nes the implied PDF that would have generated the
Weibull expression for the measured psychometric
function. The forms of the psychometric functions and
the implied noise distributions Db(r) for values of b
from 1.3 to 8 (corresponding to d % exponents from 1 to
6.5; see following sections) are shown in Fig. 2 for a
Yes:No experiment (assuming zero false alarm rate). It
is evident that the implied noise distributions in the
lower panel are generally far from approximating a
Gaussian form except in the mid-range of parameter
values, the special case where b:4 (the value for which
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Fig. 2. (a) Psychometric functions with Ru1 predicted by High
Threshold Theory for values of 1.3, 2, 4 and 8 for the exponent b.
Functions are corrected for guessing. (b) Implied noise distribution
functions according to equation (4), plotted relative to the mean
response (i.e. as the additive noise distribution). Note the marked
change in distribution shapes as the exponent varies.
provement in sensitivity with an increasing number of
chances to detect the presence of a signal. This theory
assumes that probability summation occurs because the
observer can identify the max of the samples of sig-
nalnoise distributions provided by each of n stimu-
lated channels. If we assume a physiological version of
the high-threshold system that has Gaussian noise
added to the signal, the internal response after proba-
bility summation is provided by the distribution of such
max values over trials. Note that, for such probability
summation to occur, the threshold has to be applied
after the max operator. For this analysis, the max
operator is assumed to function like an ideal attention
mechanism, in that it samples from all of, and only
from, the relevant channels.
In general, it is a well-known statistical rule that the
cumulative distribution of maximum values for a set of
samples D(ri) from a parent distribution D(r) (where r
is the instantaneous internal response) is given by the
integral of the parent distribution to the power of the
number of values within each sample:& r

max[D(ri)]
i1:n
dr
& r

D(r %)dr %
nn
(5)
Thus, the expected distribution Mn(r ;R,s) of the max
of a set of samples is given by taking the derivative of
both sides of Eq. (5) with respect to their independent
variables:
Mn(r ;R,s) max
i1:n
[D(ri)]
d
dr
& r

D(r %)dr %
nn
(6)
The mean R and standard deviation s parameters in
the expression for the max distribution Mn imply that
we are deriving the form of the expected function of the
resulting probability distribution, which may be charac-
terized by the parameters of its location and spread. It
does not imply that these are the only parameters of the
distribution (as they would be for a Gaussian distribu-
tion), merely that we restrict our consideration to these
two parameters.
To obtain the new threshold signal level, the signal
can be reduced until the max distribution Mn reaches
the original threshold criterion again. The extent to
which the signal has to be reduced constitutes the
improvement in sensitivity attributable to probability
summation on the basis of the max rule. If the noise is
assumed to be additive, however, this process creates
the fatal problem that, for a large enough number of
channels, the mean signal needs to be set to a negative
value in order to bring the signalnoise distribution
down to threshold. Fig. 3a depicts the case for such
summation over 100 channels, where the initial signal is
assumed to have a mean of two times the internal
threshold level and a s of 0.67 (so as to provide 75%
correct performance at this signal level). The max distri-
bution for 100 channels from Eq. (6) has a mean of
Pelli, 1983, established that the Gaussian is a good
approximation). Thus, Weibull analysis is not an accu-
rate theory for the description of systems with a high
threshold and Gaussian noise unless the psychometric
slope happens to fall at this mid-range value. In prac-
tice, empirical slopes have been found to approximate
this value in many situations (Robson & Graham, 1981;
Williams & Wilson, 1981; Pelli, 1985), but there may be
substantial inter-observer differences (Mayer & Tyler,
1986) and large changes in slope under certain circum-
stances (Tyler, 1997). Thus, there is a need for a
comprehensive and accurate theory of probability sum-
mation when the assumptions of High Threshold The-
ory are violated.
2.3. High-threshold probability summation fails for
additi6e noise
High Threshold Theory has been widely used to
predict the effects of probability summation, the im-
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about 4.5, giving essentially 100% correct performance.
Fig. 3b shows how the signal has to be readjusted to
bring the tail of the max distribution down below
threshold so as to reattain 75% correct performance.
On the linear assumption of Eq. (1c), the level of the
mean internal response in the null interval corresponds
to an external signal of zero (The internal scale is
arbitrary, so we choose zero to represent the mean null
level for analytic convenience). Thus, since the internal
signal needs to be reduced from 4.5 back to the
threshold level of 1.0 (dashed arrow) the external signal
represented by the filled arrow has to go substantially
negati6e before 75% correct performance is achieved.
The problem is fatal in some domains, such as the
amplitude of light, because negative signals do not
exist. Other domains, such as contrast, may be defined
in such a way that there are negative signals, but the
problem reasserts itself because the system contains
negative-sensitive elements (e.g. off-center cells) that
respond positively to the negative signal. Thus, rather
than becoming less detectable by its max value, the
signal becomes more detectable as the corresponding
minimum of the set of samples (at the left-hand tail of
the distribution in Fig. 3) passes above the correspond-
ing negative threshold before the max falls below the
positive threshold. Once again, therefore, it is impossi-
ble to return to the 75% performance level after the
max operator has taken effect.
High-threshold analysis is immune to this problem
only if the noise on the signal is multiplicati6e with
signal strength rather than additive, and hence can be
reduced indefinitely by appropriate signal reductions
without the signal going negative. Thus, if the noise is
purely multiplicative, the max level on the noise distri-
bution may be freely reduced to the threshold level to
provide a measure of the threshold sensitivity for the
input signal. High-threshold analysis is self-consistent
in that the noise implied by the Weibull formulation
has the property of being multiplicative. Because this
property is rarely made explicit, it should be mentioned
that the property follows from Eq. (2), which shows
that the Weibull psychometric function has a constant
form when plotted on log coordinates, i.e. is scaled in
proportion to signal amplitude. This implies that the
limiting noise is similarly scaled through the probability
summation operator. To reiterate, Fig. 3 goes further in
showing that the assumption of additive noise is incom-
patible with Weibull analysis in general.
Note that, for mixed additive and multiplicative noise
sources, reducing the signal will tend to reduce the
multiplicative noise to the point where additive noise
dominates. Since there are always sources of additive
noise in any physical signal-detection system (e.g. ther-
mal noise, and quantal noise considered with respect to
modulation variables, such as a sinusoidal grating,
which keep the mean signal constant), any noise-limited
threshold is likely to be limited by its additive compo-
nent. The only amelioration of this problem is if the
high threshold is so high that it sits at or above the level
for the max of the additive noise from all monitored
channels (which one might term an ‘ultra-high’
threshold). Were it any lower, the negative signal prob-
lem would be encountered. Thus, for Weibull analysis
to operate, the system must be functioning with
thresholds so high as to be quite inefficient, especially
considering that the degree of probability summation
required by the quantitative application of Uncertainty
Theory may be of the order of many thousands or even
millions of channels (Pelli, 1985). The Weibull analysis
of probability summation is thus implausible in realistic
threshold systems.
Fig. 3. (a) Threshold signal-plus-noise distribution for 75% correct detection (left distribution, with 75% of the area above the threshold level of
1) together with the distribution of maxes over 100 channels (right distribution). Since the max distribution is effectively all above the threshold
level the signal would be detectable close to 100% of the time if probability summation were in operation. (b) Thus, the signal level has to be
reduced (dashed arrow) until the max distribution sits at the 75% level above threshold. The problem is that this reduction produces a negative
value for the mean signal in each channel (filled arrow), which is likely to be unobtainable in typical vision paradigms.
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The conclusions from the analysis of High Threshold
Theory are:
1. The high-threshold analysis developed by Quick
(1974) implies a reciprocal relationship between the
exponent of the psychometric function and the log
slope of its probability summation behavior (Fig.
1b). If there are conditions where psychometric
functions are empirically found to be shallow (and
the noise sources locally independent), steep summa-
tion slopes would be predicted. In practice, such
conditions have been found to show shallow sum-
mation slopes, calling the theoretical framework
into question. For suprathreshold masking condi-
tions, a range of studies such as Foley and Legge
(1981) and Kersten (1984) report exponents of the d %
function close to 1 for the 2AFC paradigm, even
when the mask is a noise background that is ran-
domly independent at all locations within the stimu-
lus. Nevertheless, Kersten (1984) showed that
summation is negligible under suprathreshold,
noise-masked conditions. Both because such near-
unity exponents imply strong summation behavior,
and because it is hard to conceptualize a threshold
operating under ‘suprathreshold’ conditions, High
Threshold Theory cannot be applied to such
data. There is thus need for a theory that can be
used to analyze suprathreshold discrimination ex-
periments.
2. The form of the Weibull function implies bizarre
variations in the noise distribution (Fig. 2b) if it is
assumed that the neural noise is additive in the
threshold range. Since noise asymptotically Gaus-
sian (such as quantal noise in the light, thermal
noise in the photoreceptors or retinal noise in the
ganglion-cell outputs), High Threshold Theory is
incompatible with plausible assumptions about the
noise distribution.
3. Quick’s High Threshold analysis through the
Weibull function assumes the performance is
limited by a high threshold rather than by noise of
any kind. However, noise is an unavoidable
component of the analysis of the 2AFC paradigm.
In order to adapt the high-threshold analysis
to the 2AFC paradigm, Pelli (1985) made the as-
sumption that the observer was monitoring
a much larger number of channels than were stimu-
lated as a means of obtaining a steep psychometric
function that approximated threshold behavior.
Thus, Pelli’s approximation fails if the stimulus is
structured so as to stimulate as many channels as
the observer is monitoring, because the
predicted psychometric function is then shallow
and violates the high-threshold assumptions. No
theoretical analysis for these conditions has been
published.
3. Signal Detection Theory for the Ideal Observer and
its Bayesian approximation
Following from the inadequacies of High Threshold
Theory, this section develops the analysis of summation
properties in the two-alternative forced-choice (2AFC)
task. The analysis is approached by specification of the
psychometric function through Signal Detection The-
ory as limited by additive noise. When the only source
of this additive noise is quantum fluctuations (in a
contrast detection task), the Signal Detection Theory
analysis amounts to a single-channel Ideal Observer
model. The implications of an attentional strategy ap-
proximating Ideal Observer behavior are also spelled
out for this additive noise case.
3.1. Specification of the psychometric function
The first step to understanding psychometric function
in a 2AFC task is to specify the proportion correct of
the observer’s responses. The 2AFC task typically in-
volves the presentation of two stimulus intervals (or
spatial stimulus regions), one of which contains the
stimulus to be detected while both contain the back-
ground condition from which the stimulus is to be
distinguished. The observer’s task is to estimate which
interval contains the discriminative stimulus. Tradition-
ally, the observer is assumed to exhibit ideal behavior
in three ways:
1. to have exact knowledge of the stimulus and to view
it with a matched filter, excluding all irrelevant
information
2. to be noise-free; performance is limited only by
noise in the physical stimulus
3. to respond according to the maximum output of the
filter in the two intervals, with no confusion.
When the first assumption is violated by ignorance of
the correct filter, the observer may still adopt an ideal
attentional strategy across a set of filters, to make the
best guess as to which is the optimal filter to select on
each trial. The second assumption may be violated by
the introduction either of early noise before the filter or
of late noise at the decision stage. In the case of early
noise, the observer’s performance will still reflect the
form of the Ideal Observer, but at reduced efficiency. In
the case of late noise, the threshold will become inde-
pendent of stimulus extent as long as the late noise
dominates other sources of noise.
In Signal Detection Theory (SDT), the proportion
correct is conceptualized through an imaginary ROC
(receiver operating characteristic) curve of proportion
of hits versus proportion of false alarms (Green &
Swets, 1966), treating each trial as a separate Yes:No
task with a different criterion. Not only is this instanta-
neous criterion inaccessible, but the 2AFC proportion
correct is defined as the area under the ROC curve,
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Fig. 4. Derivation of the 2AFC psychometric function. (a) Internal
responses for signal levels from zero (distribution xn) through various
mean levels R1Rm. (b) Difference distributions between the distri-
butions for each signal level and that for no signal. Proportion
correct is derived by integrating areas p1 to pm to the right of the
vertical line at zero difference indicating the response criterion. (c)
Psychometric function derived from plotting the area of each differ-
ence distribution lying above the zero criterion from (b). (d) Log (z)
transform of the cumulative function to provide a straight line in
probit coordinates.
For signal intensity s, let r1 be the internal response
to the first observation interval, r2 be the internal
response to the second interval and k be the interval the
observer chose as the signal interval. (Note that here s
serves as a scalar for signal strength and s as an index
for the signal interval. Similarly, n is the index for the
null interval whereas n defines the number of stimulated
channels elsewhere.) We assume that there is a fixed
signal level throughout the test interval.
The observer indicates the first interval as the signal
interval (61) if r1r2\0 and indicates interval (6
2) if r2r1\0. The response is correct if either 61
when the signal is the first interval, denoted by Bsn\
or 62 when the signal is the second interval, denoted
by Bns\ . The proportion correct in terms of the
internal difference response d is:
pcorr(d)p(61Bsn\ )*p(Bsn\ )
p(62Bns\ )*p(Bns\ )
p(r1r2\0Bsn\ )*p(Bsn\ )
p(r2r1\0Bns\ )*p(Bns\ ) (7)
If rn is the internal response to the null interval and rs
is the internal response to the signal interval, Eq. (7)
can be rewritten in terms of the psychometric function:
C(s)p(rsrn\0Bsn\ )*P(Bsn\ )
p(rsrn\0Bns\ )*p(Bns\ )
p(rsrn\0)p(d\0)
&
0
Zs(d ;D)dd (8)
where drsrn is the difference between signal and
null interval internal responses and Zs(d ;D) is the PDF
of the difference distribution for signal strength s (nor-
malized in units of its standard deviation), with mean
D.
Eq. (8) describes the relation between the proportion
correct and the observer’s internal responses to signal
and null intervals. The psychometric function can be
obtained by repeating the computation of Eq. (8) for all
relevant signal intensities. Fig. 4 illustrates the relations
between the internal responses and psychometric func-
tion based on Gaussian additive noise.
The probit transform (Finney, 1952) is the appropri-
ate representation of the psychometric function, on the
basis of the additive Gaussian assumption. It normal-
izes proportion correct to its standard deviation unit
(z-score) through the inverse cumulative Gaussian func-
tion F1. That is
Zs(d ;D)F1(C(s)) (9a)
In the psychophysical literature, the normalized signal
Zs(d ;D) represents the detectability of the signal at
stimulus level s, defined by
d %Zs(d ;D) (9b)
which requires a further level of abstraction from this
two-dimensional distribution of signal strength and
criterion level (see Macmillan & Creelman, 1993 for
details).
The 2AFC task is amenable to a simpler form of
analysis based on the difference distribution of the
internal responses (MacMillan & Creelman, 1993). On
each trial, the observer responds by indicating
whichever observation interval produces a larger inter-
nal response, which amounts to taking the difference
between the two internal signals and picking the inter-
val according to the sign of this difference signal (see
Fig. 4). The criterion is therefore fixed in this difference
space, at a difference of zero (whereas it can range from
trial to trial over the whole extent of the internal
response distribution). Stated formally:
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3.2. Comparison of a Gaussian and a non-Gaussian
example
Suppose the system response is dominated by one
channel whose internal response distribution DN(r) in
the null interval is added Gaussian noise with expected
value 0 and standard deviation s, denoted as DN(r):
G(r ;0,s). At signal intensity s, the internal response in
the signal interval will also have a Gaussian distribu-
tion but with mean R and standard deviation s, de-
noted as DR(r):G(r ;R,s). From the properties of the
Gaussian distribution, the difference distribution of
drsrn is another Gaussian distribution with mean
R and standard deviation 
2s. From Eq. (8), the
proportion correct is
C(s)1F(d,D,
sNsR)1F(r ;R,
2sN)
F(r ;R,
2sN) (10)
where F denotes the Gaussian cumulative distribution
function. Eq. (10) is commonly used in fitting the
psychometric function to 2AFC data (MacMillan &
Creelman, 1993).
In general, however, it is important to avoid the
implication that the psychometric function matches the
cumulative distribution function of its underlying prob-
ability distribution. The match is valid only if the noise
is additi6e to the mean internal signal strength R and if
its distribution is symmetric (as revealed by Eq. (10)).
In general, different signal levels may produce different
rs distributions if the noise is non-additive, and in turn
access different DR(d). Thus, the general 2AFC psycho-
metric function would not be a cumulative function of
any particular difference distribution. Only when the
noise is additive and symmetric (e.g. Gaussian) will the
difference distributions at different signal levels all have
the same variance and the psychometric function is
equivalent to its CDF (e.g. the cumulative Gaussian or
erf ). On the other hand, if the noise distribution is
Poisson rather than Gaussian (a common alternative
assumption) the noise is no longer additive but varies
with the mean level, and also is asymmetric. Thus, the
psychometric function derived from Eq. (8) will not
exactly match the cumulative distribution function (Fig.
5).
3.3. O6er6iew of Ideal Obser6er analysis
The Ideal Observer formalism assumes that the ob-
server has complete knowledge of the stimulus and uses
a single matched filter to detect its presence (Wiener,
1949). The Ideal Observer therefore is effectively a
Bayesian detector with a prior probability of 1.0 on the
matched filter and zero elsewhere. Optimal performance
with an ideal filter is assumed to occur with linear
summation over the noisy filter inputs sampled by the
field. The summation properties of the filters will vary
with respect to a large number of stimulus attributes.
For simplicity, we consider the case of spatial summa-
tion over two-dimensional stimuli S(x,y) varying in one
dimension of overall size. This variable size dimension
could be the height, the width, the area, or any parame-
ter that is linear with the number of sources of input to
each summing field over the domain (x,y). The input
for the matched filter is provided by discrete sensors
with independent noise sources drawn from the same
underlying distribution. When the local regions have
identical sources of independent Gaussian noise with
standard deviation s, the summed output of each field
is given by summing over the product of the stimulus
profile and the matching ideal filter. We can show that
the signal-to-noise ratio in such a matched filter is
proportional to the square root of the stimulus area.
In general, the response of the matched filter can be
approximated as the weighted sum of its responses to
the samples
R% S(x,y) · I(x,y) (11a)
and the signal variance as the weighted sum of the local
variances
sR
2 % S(x,y) · I(x,y) · s2, (11b)
Hence
sRs
% S(x,y) · I(x,y)1:2 (11c)
The discriminability of the ith stimulus, d %i, therefore,
can be approximated as the reciprocal of the standard
deviation times the sampling interval. Appendix A
Fig. 5. Theoretical psychometric function for Poisson noise (full
curve), showing failure to match the cumulative distribution in this
case of non-Gaussian noise (dashed curve).
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Fig. 6. Physiological implementation of ideal observer behavior. Thin
curves: summation behavior for five individual Gaussian filters as the
extent of a Gaussian test stimulus is varied (arrowheads indicate filter
extents or number of input samples in each filter at half-height).
Thick curve: fourth power attentional summation over the individual
channels approximates ideal observer summation behavior (a log
slope of 0.5, dashed line) in the range where physiological filters
are available, with departures below and above. The ideal strategy is
to read out from that filter only when it matches the stimulus extent.
At the two ends of the range, only one filter dominates detection
behavior and hence system performance (thick line) departs from the
ideal slope of 0.5 to follow the function for the most sensitive filter
in that region.
If the task is summation over a range of stimulus
sizes, the Ideal Observer model requires a summing
receptive field matching every size of stimulus for which
the summation behavior is exhibited. A physiological
implementation of such behavior is depicted in Fig. 6,
where the attention mechanism is assumed to switch to
the receptive field size matching the stimulus presented
in each condition. This behavior is possible only if the
stimuli are presented in blocks of trials, so that the
form of the next stimulus on each trial is known. Thus,
if human observers exhibit a log-log summation slope
of 1:2 (dashed curve in Fig. 6) they may be said to
manifest Ideal Observer behavior, in the sense of using
ideal matched filters to improve in the way an Ideal
Observer would, even if the absolute sensitivity is less
than predicted for an Ideal Observer (i.e. lower than
ideal efficiency). Such (inefficient) Ideal Observer be-
havior may be taken as evidence that the brain has
access to summing fields matching the sizes of all the
tested stimuli, either present and selectable by attention
as in the central region of Fig. 6, or alternatively as an
adaptive mechanism re-forming itself for each new
stimulus condition.
If the system has access to only a limited range of
summing field sizes, the summation slope should
asymptote to 1 for stimulus sizes below that of the
smallest summing field size and should asymptote to 0
for sizes above that of the largest summing field, as
depicted by the bold curve in Fig. 6. Thus, the form of
the summation function in any stimulus domain carries
important information about the range of summing
field sizes operating in that domain (see Gorea & Tyler,
1997, for an example in the temporal domain and
Kersten (1984), for an example in the spatial domain).
The model that the brain contains an adaptive filter
re-forming itself for each new stimulus condition seems
to be incompatible with the occurrence of a limited
summation range, for why would such adaptive capa-
bility fail at a particular point?
3.4. The concept of probability summation
Probability summation is an option available to a
decision mechanism with access to a number of inde-
pendent signals reflecting the occurrence of a stimulus.
The analogy is with a group of human monitors look-
ing out for an approaching plane, for example. The
probability of detecting the plane is higher if detection
is considered to have occurred when any one of the
monitors spots the plane than by relying on a lone
observer. In other words, probability summation corre-
sponds to a decision rule in which the group decision is
defined by a response from any single member of the
group. This decision rule corresponds to defining a
detection event when the signal in any one of m moni-
tored channels reaches a criterion level. This decision
shows how characterization of the stimulus size in
terms of the sampling density within the stimulus envel-
ope allows the discriminability to be expressed in terms
of the effective area Ai of the stimulus
d %i
Ri
sRi
8
A i1:2
s
, (12)
showing that ideal discriminability is proportional to
the square root of stimulus area.
Note, however, that there is a problem with applying
this model in practice, since the psychometric function
in this model is based on a linear relation between d %
and signal strength. This linear relation is violated by
most d % measurements, which typically show an expo-
nent of about 2 (e.g. Stromeyer and Klein, 1974).
Similarly, translation of this prediction into the Weibull
format yields a predicted Weibull exponent of 1.3 in
Eq. (2) (whereas most measurements show exponents of
3–4). Extension of the theory to non-ideal attention
behavior, which encompasses steeper exponents, is left
to the next section. First we consider an approximation
to ideal behavior that can be used if the observer knows
the set of stimulus types that may be presented in a
block of trials, even if the particular stimulus is not
known in advance on each trial.
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structure is implemented by applying a max rule to all
the channel outputs and defining the detection event
when the max reaches some preset criterion level (Pelli,
1985; Kontsevich & Tyler, 1999a). The neural imple-
mentation of such a decision rule may be designated as
‘attentional summation’.
Although probability summation is often considered
as a purely mathematical operation, it is meaningless in
the context of the human vision (in a single observer)
unless it is mediated by some neural hardware. This
raises the issue of whether there are independent neural
channels and what is meant by a max operator in a
neural system. In terms of detection theory, two chan-
nels are considered independent when they are gov-
erned by sources of noise that are statistically
independent. There is plenty of evidence for a high
degree of statistical independence among even neigh-
boring cortical neurons (e.g. Freeman, 1994, 1996;
Shadlen & Newsome, 1998), so cortical neurons can be
considered to be separate channels for this purpose.
What would constitute the probability summation or
max operator? It needs to be a neural system receiving
signals from an array of channels (or axons) that have
statistically independent noise up to that point. It then
needs to respond when any of these inputs manifests a
signal but not otherwise. Such a neural system would
have this property if it would transmit a spike that
initiated a detection response on receiving a spike from
any one of its inputs. The threshold characteristic of
cortical neurons with wide-field input sampling thus
provides the requisite hardware for a max operator.
In terms of the detection of signals in additive noise,
the optimal strategy is to use a matched filter, to
convolve the stimulus input with a linear filter exactly
matching the stimulus profile. It is possible to approxi-
mate ideal observer strategy by performing probability
summation over the full set of filters in the form of the
max of the signal-to-noise ratios (Pelli, 1985). This
approach may be considered an ideal (or Bayesian)
attentional strategy in that the observer knows the set
of likely filters to survey on each trial. This strategy will
have the effect of isolating the most efficient filter under
any condition, and hence mimic ideal observer behavior
without requiring prior knowledge of the stimulus.
However, implementation of this strategy does require
the neural system to have an accurate representation of
the noise level, in order to compute the signal-to-noise
ratios. Simply taking the max over raw signals will tend
to emphasize the noisiest fields. But if it is plausible that
the neural system normalizes to the prevailing (long-
term) noise level, then a max operator would provide a
mechanism for implementing Ideal Observer behavior.
It is common practice to combine the response out-
puts in neural network models by a Minkowski summa-
tion rule:
R
%
n
(Rip)
n1:p
(13)
where the summing exponent is often set at p4. Note
that such fourth-power summation (thick curve in Fig.
6) produces a completely smooth curve in the range
where the filters are present even though in this exam-
ple the assumed filters are separated by factors of two
in size. It is thus possible to approximate Ideal Ob-
server behavior with relatively coarse physiological
sampling in a particular domain if there is some way to
implement in the cortex the Minkowski summation of
Eq. (13) with a high summation exponent.
3.5. Attentional summation in 2AFC experiments does
not conform to high threshold analysis, but deri6es
from the s of the difference distribution
For 2AFC detection using more than one channel,
attentional (or ‘probability’) summation effects should
be analyzed through Signal Detection Theory. For a
tractable analysis, we assume n stimulated channels of
equal sensitivity with additive Gaussian noise. For the
full analysis, we will consider the situation where the
observing system is monitoring more channels (m) than
are being stimulated. The statistical combination rule
for attentional summation of the responses over chan-
nels is derived again from the maximum value of the set
of m monitored channel responses in each stimulus
interval (Pelli, 1985; Palmer, Ames, & Lindsey, 1993).
For the null stimulus of the pair, which by definition
contains only noise, the combined response distribution
Mm(R,sR) is based on the noise-alone distributions in
the responses of all m channels. Mathematically, this
combined distribution is given in terms of the expected
values of the distributions by the derivatives in a similar
fashion to Eq. (6), omitting the distribution variables
for clarity:
Mm(R,sR) max
i1:m
[DN ]
d
dr
& r

DN dr %
nm
mDN
& r

DN dr %
n(m1)
(14)
The two parameters in the expression Mm(R,sR) for the
max distribution imply that we are deriving the form of
the expected function of the resulting probability distri-
bution, which may be characterized by the parameters
of its location and spread (as for the High Threshold
Theory of Eqs. (5) and (6)).
With the inclusion of n signal channels for the signal
interval of the stimulus pair, the max must be taken
over the maxes of the separate n signalnoise and
mn noise-alone distributions:
Mn,m(R,sR)max

max
i1:n
[DR(ri)] max
in1:m
[DN(ri)]
n
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Fig. 7. Max distributions for a Gaussian probability density function
for numbers of samples increasing in factors of 10 from n1 to 1
million. Note the decreasing standard deviation and small asymmetry
of these max distributions.
suming that the observer employs an ideal attention
window that always matches the stimulus extent, so that
no unstimulated channels are monitored. Nevertheless,
it is assumed that the observer cannot perform ideal
summation over the stimulus area, but is forced to
monitor a set of n local channels to find which gives the
max response in any test interval (Pelli, 1985).
Fig. 7 shows the numerical distributions for samples
of maxes computed according to the derivation of Eq.
(14) for noise alone (or Eq. (15) for signalnoise with
mn) in factors of ten from n1 to 1 million chan-
nels of equal sensitivity. The s of these max distribu-
tions decreases by a factor of about four (in contrast to
the factor of 200 decrease predicted for only 1000
channels under High-Threshold Theory with no uncer-
tainty). In each case, the observer’s task is to distin-
guish between sample stimuli drawn from the max
distributions of noise-alone and signalnoise for sum-
mation over a given number of channels. Discriminabil-
ity therefore improves with the reciprocal of the
reduction in s in these max distributions (Fig. 7), as
shown in the leftward shift of the d % functions of Fig.
8a. The consequent improvement in sensitivity at the
level of d %1 is depicted in Fig. 8b. Because the
function in Fig. 8b defines ‘ideal’ probability summa-
tion for the 2AFC paradigm, we provide the values in
tabular form in the Appendix for ready reference. Note
that the signalnoise max distributions have to be
computed by time-intensive numerical integration. We
have therefore developed an approximation method
(Chen & Tyler, 1999) that captures this function within
1% accuracy. (Pelli, 1985, had also considered this

d
dr
& r

DR dr %
nn
·
& r

DN dr %
nmn
(15)
In the general case, Eq. (15) does not simplify in the
manner of Eq. (14).
The simplest case of 2AFC attentional summation is
the case where mn, so there is no uncertainty as to
which of the monitored channels contain the stimulus,
and the two distributions differ only in their mean level
of internal response. This situation corresponds to as-
Fig. 8. (a) Theoretical d % functions under 2AFC probability summation assumptions. Note that the exponent (or steepness) is almost invariant with
number of equally-sensitive channels monitored from n1 to 1 million (assuming no uncertainty). 2AFC summation behavior is therefore
essentially invariant with the d % criterion selected. (b) 2AFC probability summation over six decades on (unequal) double-log coordinates,
compared with summation slopes for full summation (1), for ideal observer summation (0.5) and for Weibull summation assuming b4
(0.25). Note that the 2AFC summation function is never steeper than a slope of 0.25, and becomes extremely shallow for more than about
ten samples.
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function and provided an approximation formula that
is accurate to within 20%.)
Thus, the complete analysis of 2AFC attentional
summation over channels of equal sensitivity shows
that the Ideal Attention operator provides dramatically
different ‘probability summation’ behavior than that
implied by Pelli’s (1985) high-uncertainty approxima-
tion to High-Threshold Theory. At its steepest, this
2AFC function exhibits a slope of only about 0.25
(from one to four samples) and soon produces negligi-
ble summation for larger numbers of samples. The key
reason for the difference between this prediction and
that for the Weibull approximation is that the tails in
the Gaussian distribution fall much more rapidly than
exponential tail of the Weibull distribution. A summa-
tion mechanism that focuses on the information in this
tail region will necessarily give different results for the
two distributions. Justification for the ubiquity of the
Gaussian distribution is discussed in the assumptions
section of Section 1.
Consider the practical implication of the summation
function of Fig. 8b. For most reported psychophysical
tasks, the smallest stimulus might plausibly stimulate
many local mechanisms. The expected starting point for
a probability summation prediction would then be
some way down this curve, say at the 102 level, beyond
which little improvement is evident. Under the ideal
attention assumption, the only way to achieve summa-
tion exponents even close to the reported values of
around 0.25 (Watson, 1979; Robson & Graham,
1981; Williams & Wilson, 1981; Pelli, 1985) would be to
assume that attention can be focused onto a single
neural channel for the smallest stimulus in the series.
A major prediction of the High Threshold theory of
probability summation is that the summation exponent
can be predicted from the empirical exponent of the
psychometric function measured during the summation
experiment (Quick, 1974). This prediction has been
borne out in several studies (Watson, 1979; Robson &
Graham, 1981; Williams & Wilson, 1981; Pelli, 1985),
but the result may be coincidental because none have
6aried the psychometric exponent to determine whether
the summation exponent varies as predicted. Neverthe-
less, this analysis shows that the extent of 2AFC atten-
tional summation varies even where the exponent of the
psychometric function is invariant at a value close to
one (Fig. 8a) and provides a much smaller improve-
ment in sensitivity than is predicted by High-Threshold
analysis for conditions yielding shallow exponents (Fig.
8b). Even the early part of the 2AFC attentional sum-
mation slope is never steeper than 0.25 (although it
must be said that this corresponds to a value commonly
assumed for the Weibull exponent, b). Studies that
have assumed such a slope, therefore, would seem to
have a valid estimate of the probability summation
effects as long as the number of elements of equal
sensitivity that they are summing remains less than
about four. The analysis of Fig. 8 could therefore be
regarded as validating the use of Minkowski summa-
tion with an exponent of 4 as long as the number of
channels remains small and the other assumptions of
the analysis are met.
Conversely, there is a major situation in which the
summation slope remains unaffected while the psycho-
metric steepness varies. This behavior can occur when
the observing system monitors more channels than are
being stimulated. This situation is conventionally de-
scribed as the system having uncertainty as to which
channels are being stimulated and is the topic of the
next section.
4. Signal Detection Theory with channel uncertainty
(and additive noise)
This section develops the implications of a variety of
non-ideal attentional strategies for 2AFC in the addi-
tive noise case.
4.1. Channel uncertainty effects and their elimination
by rescaling
Channel Uncertainty Theory is an elaboration of
Signal Detection Theory in which the number of neural
channels m monitored in the brain is greater than the
number of channels n stimulated (by ratio Mm:n)
(derived formally in Pelli, 1985). The level of uncer-
tainty would then be defined as log10 M (assumed to be
0 up to this point in the treatment). (An equivalent
theory of attentional distraction among the m channels,
even where the observer is certain which channel is
being attended, has been developed by Kontsevich &
Tyler, 1999a.) For the present analysis, we assume that
only one channel is being stimulated and that the
decision is mediated by attention to successively larger
numbers of channels in a non-ideal attentional strategy.
Such behavior has been offered as an explanation for
the relatively steep psychometric functions that are
often measured in practice (Pelli, 1985; Kontsevich &
Tyler, 1999a). The full lines in Fig. 9a show the d %
functions obtained through the 2AFC derivation of
Eqs. (13) and (14) for the certain condition (monitoring
only one stimulated channel) and uncertain conditions
(in which from 10 up to one million channels are
monitored, with only one stimulated). The d % functions
get progressively steeper in this operating range as
channel uncertainty increases. The dashed lines in Fig.
9a show an analytic approximation to these d % func-
tions that was fitted over the full set within the range
from d %0.5 to 2 (i.e. within the practical measurement
range). The approximation is a power function whose
log slope U (straight dashed lines) is related simply to
uncertainty (log10 M) by the expression:
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Fig. 9. (a) Log–log d % functions under various degrees of channel uncertainty (M1–1 000 000 in factors of ten running left to right) when one
channel is stimulated. Dotted lines represent the least squares fit of equation (16) within the readily measurable range of 0.5B log d %B0.5
(horizontal dashed lines). (b). Summation behavior with an attention window of increasing extent, due to increase of channel uncertainty as
stimulus size increases over the array of local filter channels, at log d % levels of 0.5, 0 and 0.5 (three curves corresponding to the horizontal
criterion lines in a). Threshold rises gradually at first as number of monitored samples is increased, then shows little further effect.
d %A(s:s0)U, with UCB log10M (16a,b)
where M is the ratio of monitored to stimulated chan-
nels and A, B, C and s0 take values of 7.9862, 0.4468,
1.0779 and 9.5414.
The point of presenting this analytic approximation
is that it allows reverse inference of the level of uncer-
tainty from the log slope of the psychometric function,
fitted to the data as a straight lines on double-logarith-
mic d % coordinates. Pelli (1985) had provided a similar
approximation to a Monte Carlo simulation of the
theoretical curves that we derive analytically, but his
approximation was formulated in terms of a Weibull
analysis and consequently appeared to emphasize the
lower range of d % values, which are unmeasurable in
practice. Our reanalysis focuses on the most accessible
range of the psychometric function, that between log d %
values of 0.5 and 0.5 (or percent correct values
between about 60 and 90%). Fitting in this range
generates fits at high levels of uncertainty that are
substantially shallower than Pelli’s. One can use our
fitted function to derive the inferred uncertainty directly
from equation (16), within the accuracy of the slope
determination (Empirically, slopes may be determined
with an accuracy of about 0.1 log units in 300 trials
using the efficient Bayesian maximum likelihood al-
gorithm proposed by Kontsevich & Tyler, 1999b; cf.
Cobo-Lewis, 1997. This accuracy would imply a practi-
cal resolution of about 6 discriminable slopes in the
slope range from 1 to 4).
The inverse equations for sensitivity at the criterion
level of d %1 are straightforward:
M10(UC):B and ss0A1:U (17a,b)
Equivalently, channel uncertainty effects may be re-
moved by extrapolating the measured slope of the log
d % function up to d %8, then extrapolating back down
a slope of UC to provide an estimate of the sensitiv-
ity that would have been obtained with no channel
uncertainty. The extrapolation back to the level of
d %1 may be approximated by dividing the measured
threshold by a value of 8. This simplified procedure
allows compensation of channel uncertainty effects with
minimal computation, merely from knowledge of the
log d % slope. For complete accuracy, the computed d %
functions as depicted in Fig. 9 may be used to model of
the psychometric function with no approximation. If a
threshold estimate is required to be more accurate than
the proposed approximation formula, the data for the
psychometric function may be fitted over the family of
computed d % functions to refine the compensation for
channel uncertainty.
Of course, removing channel uncertainty does not
imply eliminating measurement error in the estimates,
only eliminating the bias in the threshold estimate
introduced by channel uncertainty. The adjusted
threshold estimates are no less variable, but threshold
changes due to varying uncertainty levels are elimi-
nated. In situations where the channel uncertainty re-
mains constant across conditions, such bias reduction is
not needed. But in cases where it may vary, such as
summation functions over any stimulus domain, it is
critical to partition the threshold variations between the
underlying sensitivity variations and the effects of prob-
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ability summation, as described in the following
sections.
4.2. 2AFC attentional summation with a fixed attention
window
The previous section considered the general case of
estimating the degree of uncertainty from the psycho-
metric function. With this analysis in hand, we may
evaluate the particular case of the effect on threshold of
varying stimulus extent with a fixed attention window.
For studies that do not expend the effort required to
measure the psychometric slope, it is important to have
a model of the effects of uncertainty under plausible
assumptions. Clearly, if the attention window can be
matched to the stimulus extent, the uncertainty (or
opportunities for distraction, see Kontsevich & Tyler,
1999a) will remain constant at zero and have no effect
on the measured summation function. However, in this
case the slope of the psychometric function should be
low (assuming a linear transducer), which is known to
be invalid in many situations.
Contrary to Robson and Graham’s (1981) claim for
this situation, 2AFC spatial probability summation ef-
fects with a fixed attention window are not propor-
tional to 1:b (b being the exponent of the Weibull
approximation, equation (1)). Such summation effects
are controlled by the change in the exponent as uncer-
tainty is reduced by increasing stimulus area (Fig. 10a);
as seen Fig. 10b, the summation effects at d %1 ap-
proximate a log slope of 1:4 over most of the range
of ratios of stimulated to monitored samples. This
result may be considered a justification for the wide-
spread use of 4th power Minkowski rule to approxi-
mate probability summation. It is a quite different
analysis from that developed by Williams and Wilson
(1983), Robson and Graham (1981) and even Pelli
(1985), since those analyses all assumed a fixed form of
the log psychometric function. In contrast, the shape
varies substantially in the fixed-attention-window
model of Fig. 10a. Nevertheless, it may correspond to a
plausible set of assumptions, so tabular values for the
example depicted in Fig. 10 are provided in Table 1.
The fixed-attention-window model is the main theoreti-
cal alternative to the probability summation effects of
the ideal attention window of Fig. 8.
Thus, the curve of 2AFC attentional (or ‘probabil-
ity’) summation in double-log coordinates may have
either a concave or an approximately linear form ac-
cording to whether the attention window is assumed to
match the stimulus extent (Fig. 8) or to remain fixed
(Fig. 10). The two forms are empirically distinguishable
from threshold measurements alone. Note that, to
provide the fourth-root approximation, the fixed atten-
tion window must be at least as large as the largest
stimulus, and detection efficiency will necessarily be
extremely low for the smallest stimuli. Because summa-
tion is only probabilistic within this large attention
field, efficiency will still be low for stimuli filling the
attention field. Thus, the assumption of the fourth-
Fig. 10. Probability summation for varying numbers of samples within a fixed attention window (assumed here to allow a maximum of 1000
samples). (a) Psychometric functions in log d % versus log stimulus strength. Note similarity in shape to those in Fig. 9 but with extra shifts at high
uncertainties. (b) Summation as a function of ratio of number of samples to total number monitored, at the three d % criteria indicated by the
horizontal lines in (a). Thick dashed line in (b) depicts a slope of 1:4, which provides a good approximation to fixed-window probability
summation over most of the computed range.
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Table 1
2AFC max summation effects in relative threshold valuesa
Number of samples Multiplicative noiseAdditive noise
Fixed attention windowIdeal attention window Increasing attention window Ideal attention window
3.9311 1.0000 1.00001 1.0000
3.2978 1.22350.8235 0.45222
0.74423 2.9836 1.3524 0.2896
2.7823 1.44214 0.21430.6963
2.6354 1.51040.6632 0.17135
0.63856 2.5202 1.5653 0.1437
2.4278 1.6107 0.12447 0.6191
2.3503 1.65000.6032 0.11038
0.59009 2.2823 1.6845 0.0995
2.2245 1.714210 0.09100.5787
1.8695 1.90460.5149 0.053020
0.484730 1.6827 2.0110 0.0402
1.5566 2.082640 0.03360.4658
1.4626 2.13770.4523 0.029450
0.442160 1.3889 2.1826 0.0265
1.3278 2.218370 0.02440.4339
1.2763 2.24920.4271 0.022780
0.421390 1.2313 2.2762 0.0213
100 0.4163 1.1924 2.3005 0.0203
0.9475 2.45380.3871 0.0147200
0.3725300 0.8158 2.5398 0.0124
0.7275 2.6003400 0.01110.3629
0.6620 2.64410.3560 0.0102500
0.33671000 0.4762 2.7793 0.0080
0.32012000 2.9078 0.0064
3.07200.3015 0.00495000
0.289310 000 3.1868 0.0041
0.278520 000 3.3005 0.0035
3.44370.2658 0.002950 000
3.5475 0.0025100 000 0.2573
3.65240.2495 0.0022200 000
0.2403500 000 3.7793 0.0019
3.8743 0.00171 000 000 0.2339
a Results for fixed attention window assume a window size of 1000 samples.
power approximation to attentional summation carries
the implication that the neural system is operating at
low efficiency, and is not applicable to situations where
efficient detection performance is demonstrable.
4.3. Two-component summation and channel analysis
A classic case in both spatial and color vision is the
summation for the detection of two stimulus compo-
nents as their intensities are varied relative to each
other. The results of this paradigm are plotted on a
dual axis plot of the contrast threshold for the pair of
components when combined in a variety of ratios
(Guth, 1967; Graham & Nachmias, 1971; Stromeyer &
Klein, 1974; Yager, Kramer, Shaw, & Graham, 1984).
These references should be consulted for the theoretical
development, but various outcomes are summarized in
Fig. 11a. If the two components are detected entirely
independently (by a noiseless max rule), the detection
contour forms a square corner (independent channels);
if they are added linearly in a single mechanism limited
by late noise (linear summation), the detection contour
is a negative oblique line; if they are combined linearly
but detection is limited by independent sources of
Gaussian noise in the two channels, the detection con-
tour is a circular arc (squaring).
Two-component summation is an important case for
channel analysis in general, because it represents the
combination rule between adjacent channels for detec-
tion by sets of channels in any domain. Channel sum-
mation is often modeled as a fourth-power Minkowski
rule (or pth norm) for combination over channels (Gra-
ham & Nachmias, 1971; Stromeyer & Klein, 1974;
Williams & Wilson, 1981; Wilson, McFarlane, &
Phillips, 1983; Yager et al., 1984). The justification for
this rule is usually expressed in terms of Weibull analy-
sis, which we show to be on shaky grounds, but the
situation may be reanalyzed for the 2AFC paradigm
with Gaussian noise.
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The strict 2AFC probability summation prediction is
based on the case where the system takes the max on
every trial, for two channels with additive Gaussian
noise, as the relative signal strength is varied between
the channels (Fig. 12). The analysis of this situation is
essentially an uncertainty analysis because the observer
always monitors both channels as the stimulation pro-
gresses from one channel alone through both together
to the other alone. Even at the extremes, where only
one channel is stimulated, the joint signal always has to
exceed the max of the noises in both channels. The
applicable distributions are plotted in Fig. 12 in terms
of both the max response over the two channels in each
test interval and the difference response d between the
signals in each pair of 2AFC intervals. The response
distributions for the two intervals are set so that the
detectability for an individual channel falls at the 75%
correct position. The 2AFC uncertainty prediction may
be developed for a full range of component ratios, as is
shown by the full curve in Fig. 11a. This prediction is
part-way between the linear and the square-law summa-
tion rule of linear summation over sources with inde-
pendent additive noise. In fact, it is well-described by a
pth norm (Minkowski summation rule) with a power of
1.5 in the case of linear d % functions (i.e. involving no
additional uncertainty about the stimulus properties).
Although most reported cases of two-component
summation under the 2AFC paradigm show less com-
plete summation than this probability summation pre-
diction, their analysis requires consideration of the free
parameter of the slope of the psychometric function,
which is rarely specified in published studies of two-
component summation. When the slope is steep, one
interpretation is that there is much additional uncer-
tainty, i.e. the observer is monitoring many more chan-
nels of whatever kind than are being stimulated (Fig.
9a). Quantitatively speaking, most 2AFC studies report
the exponent of the d % function to be close to 2 in the
fovea (e.g. Stromeyer & Klein, 1974), which implies a
ratio of monitored to stimulated channels of M116
(with n1). As can be seen in Fig. 11b, this power of
2 assumption produces a curve matching a Minkowski
exponent between 3 and 4.
Another commonly reported value of the d % exponent
is 3 (approximating reports of the Weibull b from 3.5
to 4). This slope requires a channel monitoring ratio of
M20 000, but this large increase generates a curve
that is sharper than that for the exponent of 4. Beyond
this range, double-precision computation was no longer
capable of computing the required max distributions
for the Gaussian function, but we could use the analytic
approximation in the form of the Poisson distribution
that we developed for this purpose (Chen & Tyler,
1999). The resulting curves for d % exponents of 4 and 6
show that, again, there is very little change in the shape
of the curve. Thus, one can conclude that there is no
Fig. 11. (a) Theoretical functions for two-component summation under various combination rules, assuming linearity of the psychometric
functions. Thin curves: Minkowski summation with exponents of one, two and four and independent channels. Thick curve: max rule. (b) Thin
curves show theoretical functions for two-component summation assuming accelerating psychometric functions with the levels of uncertainty
required to approximate psychometric slopes of 2, 3, 4 and 6. Dashed curves show Minkowski summation with exponents of 1 (linear), 2
(squaring) and 4 for comparison. Note that even a steep slope of six departs substantially from the corner prediction for independent channels,
so that one can expect to determine accurately whether two channels are fully independent or subject to some kind of combination rule.
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Fig. 12. Derivation of the 2AFC probability summation prediction
for two-component summation. Dash-dotted curves: max distribution
for the two channels for the noise-alone interval; full curve: max
distribution for the two channels for the signalnoise interval; heavy
dashed curve: distribution of the differences between the intervals. (a)
Both channels equally stimulated. (b) Only one channel stimulated.
5. Effects of multiplicative noise
5.1. Multiplicati6e noise makes the psychometric
function shallower
Instead of the classical assumption of additive noise,
analysis of the noise in cortical neurons suggests that it
may have a multiplicative component, with sR in Eq.
(10) increasing according to some function of the
strength of the mean signal R (Tolhurst et al., 1981). In
a general expression, the total noise in the signal may
be expressed by a power relation:
sR8kRqsN (18)
The additive constant sN represents some irreducible
level of noise that is present even when there is no
signal, when the multiplicative component kRq will fall
to zero. Such additive noise is a physiological requisite
because no real system is noise-free.
Other than scaling the noise according to Eq. (18),
the multiplicative analysis employs the identical ana-
lytic structure of Signal Detection Theory developed in
Section 3, but the results are very different. The pres-
ence of multiplicative noise radically alters the expected
shape of the psychometric function derived by inserting
Eq. (18) into Eq. (15), in both the absence and the
presence of channel uncertainty. Even in the absence of
uncertainty, the log-log steepness of the psychometric
function changes according to the rate of increase of
noise with stimulus intensity. If the exponent q of this
rate of increase is 0.5, as in Poisson noise (which
governs the quantal fluctuations of light, for example),
the psychometric slope for a single channel goes to
about 0.5 (Fig. 13a, bold curve), a striking deviation
from what is seen empirically in psychophysical mea-
surements. (Eq. (18) assumes that the noise distribution
is Gaussian rather than strictly Poisson, a good approx-
imation for high mean levels of quantal events.) Note
that a slope of q0.5 represents a tremendously shal-
low increase of d % with stimulus strength, implying that
the measurable range of the psychometric function
extends over as much as two log units, the entire visible
contrast range.
5.2. Dramatic probability summation with multiplicati6e
noise
If we evaluate the effects on sensitivity of taking the
max of n equally-sensitive channels in the presence of
root-multiplicative Gaussian noise, the results are also
profound (Fig. 13b). Summation over the first ten
channels actually exceeds the amount expected for lin-
ear summation in additive noise (see tabular values
specified for this condition in Table 1). This result
seems counterintuitive, but it arises because any de-
crease in the signal provides a concomitant decrease in
plausible degree of steepness of the psychometric func-
tion that will push the curve to the corner of the box if
probability summation is operating. Finally, it should
be noted that the effect of uncertainty in increasing
the exponent is essentially equivalent to the same
change in exponent from an accelerating threshold non-
linearity.
In conclusion, the analysis of the two-component
summation paradigm in terms of the Minkowski sum-
mation rule (Eq. (13)) provides an adequate approxima-
tion to the 2AFC behavior in additive Gaussian noise,
as long as the Minkowski exponent is not misinter-
preted according to High-Threshold Theory.
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the accompanying noise level. Since the effect of proba-
bility summation is to allow a small decrease in the
signal to begin with, the multiplicative reduction in the
noise provides a further enhancement of the signal:
noise ratio, resulting in the net improvement depicted in
Fig. 13b.
This dramatic degree of probability summation un-
der root-multiplicative noise conditions has powerful
implications for neural processing, which seems to be
governed by this type of principle throughout the cor-
tex (Tolhurst, Movshon, & Thompson, 1981; Tolhurst,
Movshon, & Dean, 1983; Vogels, Spileers, & Orban,
1989). Shadlen and Newsome (1998) point out that the
multiplicative behavior makes the signals at individual
neurons so noisy that they cannot account for the
discriminative behavior of the animal as a whole, even
if the neuron’s response is optimal for the local stimula-
tion employed. They estimate that the activity must be
integrated over 50–100 neurons to account for the
observed behavior, implying that the signal:noise ratio
of the optimal neuron is about a log unit below the
required level.
However, the plot in Fig. 13b implies that a different
strategy is available under root-multiplicative noise
conditions. Instead of integrating the activity of 100
neurons, and losing the potential specificity available
from the elements of that assemblage, the cortex could
monitor the activity of just ten rele6ant neurons. Taking
the max of the ten responses gives the required boost of
a factor of 10 in signal:noise ratio, equivalent to sum-
ming over 100 neurons. Thus, a much smaller pool is
required for the same gain in detectability, if the brain
is capable of implementing a max rule. Such implemen-
tation seems plausible because it is the core operation
of an attentional process, for which there is much
behavioral and increasing neurophysiological evidence.
In fact, a simple neural threshold has the effect of
implementing a max rule in a psychophysical task
where the stimulus is reduced until the last response of
the most sensitive neuron carries it. (The detailed effects
of a hard threshold on 2AFC performance, which are
beyond the scope of the present treatment, are dis-
cussed in Kontsevich & Tyler, 1999c.)
5.3. Disambiguating multiplicati6e noise and uncertainty
Inclusion of channel uncertainty in the case where
the noise is somewhat multiplicative has similar effect
to the case of additive noise (see Fig. 9a), except that
the entire fan of uncertainty functions is rotated to
become shallower. Fig. 14 plots sample psychometric
functions for square-root-multiplicative noise (the case
of p0.5 in Eq. (18)). At first sight, it might seem that
this result implies that the empirical effects of the noise
multiplier and uncertainty would be hard to disentan-
gle. However, notice that the steepening effects of un-
certainty in Fig. 14 are much reduced at high levels of
d %. Thus, the steepness at high d % (say, above the level of
d %2), are highly diagnostic of the degree to which the
noise is multiplicative. If the fitted slope in this region
of the unmasked psychometric function is 1 or above,
as in Fig. 9a, the implication is that the major compo-
nent of the noise is additive. A high d % slope signifi-
cantly less than 1 (Fig. 14), on the other hand, is strong
evidence for multiplicative noise operating in the near-
threshold region.
Fig. 13. Effects on probability summation of assuming square-root multiplicative noise according to Eq. (18) with p0.5. (a) Shallower d %
functions. (b) Dramatically enhanced summation behavior for threshold stimulation at the criterion of d %1 that is even supralinear for small
numbers (Upper and lower criterion levels are omitted for clarity).
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Fig. 14. Effects of uncertainty on the steepness of the d % function with
the root-multiplicative noise assumption, with various values of M.
Unlabeled curves have monitoring ratios in factors of ten from ten to
100 000. Note that a high level of uncertainty is required before the
fitted slope approaches 1.
image being viewed. Whatever the distribution of eye
movements, they will introduce some level of fluctua-
tion in the response of a local filter viewing any kind of
contrast stimulus. The resulting fluctuation is a form of
noise that is necessarily in direct proportion to the
stimulus contrast (assuming that the eye movements are
independent of contrast). This property of direct pro-
portionality may be shown analytically in terms of the
temporal waveform of the signal fluctuation of the
output of each linear filter Iki(x,y) responding some
stimulus S(x,y), such as a sinusoidal grating, projected
on to the moving retina.
ri(t)Iki(x,y)s · S(xDx(t),y (Dy(t)))
s · [Iki(x,y)S(xDx(t),y (Dy(t)))] (19)
where  is the convolution operator, Dx(t), Dy(t) is
the retinal shift over time and s is the scaling constant
of stimulus strength.
Thus, for a given filter and eye-movement sequence,
the filter output ri(t) is directly proportional to the
contrast of the stimulus, because convolution is a linear
operation. We may treat the response of the filter
derived from such eye movements as a noise source by
determining its standard deviation sE computed over
some temporal window t1:t2 according to
sE
& t2
t 1

ri(t)
& t2
t 1
ri(t)dt
2
dt
n0.5
8ri(t)8s (20)
The standard deviation of this source of noise is thus
directly proportional to the contrast of the background
display. Such proportional noise will tend to overtake
other sources of noise that do not increase so rapidly
with contrast, and will therefore tend to dominate at
high contrast. We are not aware of any previous con-
sideration of such noise.
The effect of proportional multiplicative noise (q1
in Eq. (18)) on the form of the psychometric functions
is shown in Fig. 15. The fitted slopes become even
shallower than in the case of square-root noise (Fig. 14)
when the signal rises out of the additive noise regime,
where the slopes approximate unity. As stimulus
strength increases, the effect is to make the functions
asymptote to a constant d % level, with no further im-
provement in sensitivity at high stimulus strengths. This
horizontal asymptote thus becomes a conspicuous sig-
nature of the presence of full multiplicative noise. Such
behavior has rarely been seen in psychometric functions
for contrast detection (e.g. it is not evident in the
high-contrast study of Foley & Legge, 1981), suggesting
that this type of multiplicative noise is not a usual
feature of contrast detection tasks. However, it is not
clear that previous workers have designed their studies
for careful evaluation of this high d % region of the
psychometric function, so there is room for further
evaluation of particular situations of interest before the
There is a curious crossover in the functions in Fig.
14 at low d %, where the curve for no uncertainty actu-
ally shows a slightly higher threshold than the curves
for low uncertainty. This result may seem counterintu-
itive, but it arises from the necessary assumption that
there is an additive component to the noise (Eq. (18)),
which tends to reduce sensitivity as the multiplicative
component approaches the level of the additive compo-
nent at low contrasts. As uncertainty increases, it de-
emphasizes the role of the additive noise, effectively
increasing the sensitivity. Without this additive compo-
nent, the log slope fitted to the psychometric function
would be at 0.5 even with no uncertainty. However,
there must always be a noise component that is additive
with respect to contrast due to the existence of quantal
noise in the stimulus and thermal noise in the receptors.
Because these curves are governed by two free parame-
ters, the particular summation function at some level on
the curves is not of canonical interest, and summation
functions are therefore not plotted for this case. If such
multiplicative noise is implicated in detection behavior,
the role of additive and multiplicative noise compo-
nents must be estimated by measurement of full psy-
chometric functions.
5.4. Fully multiplicati6e noise introduces psychometric
saturation
A more extreme form of multiplicative noise is the
case where the noise sR is directly proportional to the
stimulus strength (q1 in Eq. (18)). Direct proportion-
ality is not implausible, as such a form occurs in the
case of noise due to eye movement fluctuations over the
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case may be considered to be settled. For example,
although such noise might not be expected in a simple
detection task, it might plausibly be found in a difficult
discrimination task where the contrast threshold is be-
ing measured as a function of a slight spatial difference
between two stimuli, with long-duration presentations
allowing eye-movement-generated noise in the pedestal
stimulus to become a significant factor limiting discrim-
ination performance.
For summation over increasing numbers of mecha-
nisms, the curves of Fig. 15 show that the additive noise
regime (approximating a slope of 1) tends to dominate
the domain of measurable (and computable) range of d %
functions. As a result, derivation of a summation curve
for this case is relatively meaningless because its form
would depend on the exact ratio of additive to multi-
plicative noise assumed. When in the domain domi-
nated by the fully multiplicative noise (horizontal leg of
curves), summation is indeterminate because reduction
of the signal would be accompanied by a proportionate
reduction of the noise, and signal:noise ratio (discrim-
inability) would be maintained at a constant level. In
the full-multiplicative noise regime, therefore, discrim-
inability is insensitive to the signal level, and threshold
cannot be determined. Only when the signal level is
finally reduced into the domain dominated by additive
noise (the left-hand region of Fig. 15) would summa-
tion revert toward the form depicted in Fig. 8b.
6. Conclusion
Psychophysical measures of summation are widely
used as indexes of underlying integrative mechanisms in
visual processing. The preceding analysis provides a
rigorous approach to the universe of such mechanisms,
detailing the properties of physiological summation,
ideal observer summation and attentional summation in
the 2AFC detection paradigm, for situations of both
additive and multiplicative noise limiting the detection
task. The key difference between these three types of
summation is the type of attention process accessing an
array of filters. If attention accesses a single filter, the
physiological summation within that filter predomi-
nates; if attention can switch among filters matching
each stimulus, ideal observer behavior occurs; if atten-
tion can access the max response of an array of filters,
the result has been described as probability summation,
but we favor the term ‘attentional summation’ for this
case.
If the noise limiting detection behavior is additive,
ideal observer summation proceeds with a log slope of
1:2 (i.e. as long as there are channels available
matching the extent of each stimulus). For sets of local
channels of equal sensitivity, ideal attentional summa-
tion approximates the fourth root of the number of
channels up to about four channels, then proceeds at a
diminishing rate thereafter. The maximum improve-
ment asymptotes to about a factor of 4 up to a million
channels. The log slope of the psychometric function
remains virtually invariant at 1 in this regime. If atten-
tion is paid to a fixed (large) number of channels,
attentional summation operates under a regime of vary-
ing channel uncertainty. In this fixed-attention
paradigm, attentional summation approximates a
power of 1:4 over a wide range, although the log
slope of the psychometric function varies.
If the noise in the detection task is multiplicative with
some positive power of stimulus contrast, the psycho-
metric function for d % becomes much shallower than for
additive noise, with the d % exponent approximating the
multiplicative power at high d % levels, even in the
presence of channel uncertainty. The consequent in-
crease in sensitivity attributable to attentional summa-
tion is, correspondingly, radically increased to levels
matching full physiological summation behavior. The
interpretation of summation curves therefore depends
critically on the form of the d % function measured in the
same paradigm.
Noise from eye movements and similar sources of
retinal jitter will generate contrast noise whose ampli-
tude is likely to increase linearly with contrast. When
such noise becomes the dominant source of noise, it will
preclude the measurement of sensitivities because sig-
nal:noise ratio becomes independent of signal level.
The analysis shows that a full treatment of 2AFC
summation is necessary because previous approaches
are poor approximations in many situations (though
generally adequate for the cases for which they were
designed). It is hoped that the new level of precision of
Fig. 15. Saturating d % functions obtained assuming linearly multiplica-
tive noise according to equation (18) with p1. Thick curve: one
mechanism, next curve to left: two mechanisms, successive leftward
curves from ten to 1 000 ,000 in factors of ten.
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these summation analyses will clarify many issues that
have remained clouded up until now, and will inspire
further rigorous evaluation of the detailed make-up of
human spatial vision. At least one effort in this direc-
tion is under way under the rubric of the Modelfest
project, a joint effort to collect psychophysical data
across many laboratories and provide them on the
Internet (at www.neurometrics.com:projects:Modelfest:
IndexModelfest) as a publicly available testbed for
models of spatial vision. A description of the philoso-
phy and progress of the Modelfest project has been
published (Carney et al., 1999). It is to be hoped that all
candidate models will adhere to the summation princi-
ples developed in the present treatment, or provide
empirical tests for deviations from its underlying
assumptions.
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Appendix A. Derivation of the Square-Root Law of
ideal summation
Leonid L. Kontsevich
Suppose that the generic stimulus profile (with a
unity area A1) is provided by a function S(x,y) and
the inputs for the matched filter are provided by a
square grid of the samples (xj,yk) (where xjoj, ykok,
with j,kZ, where Z is the set of all integers, and o is
the grid step). Each input has noise standard deviation
s. In general, the response of the matched filter can be
approximated as the weighted sum of its responses to
the samples
R %
j,kZ
S(xj,yk) · I(xj,yk) %
j,kZ
S2(xj,yk)
: (1:o2)
&

S2(xj,yk)dx dy
and the signal variance as the weighted sum of the local
variances
Var(R) %
j,kZ
(S(xj,yk)s)2: (s2:o2)
&

S2(xj,yk)dx dy,
because lim
o0
iZ f(oi)o	 f(x)dx according to the
Riemannian definition of the integral. The discrim-
inability of the ith stimulus, d %i, therefore, can be ap-
proximated as the reciprocal of the standard deviation
time the sampling interval
d %iRi:sRi:1:soi.
Consider now what would happen to the signal-to-noise
ratio if the stimulus is magnified by a factor of ax along
the axis x and ay along the axis y, i.e. its area is
increased by a factor Aiaxay. The stimulus (and the
matched filter) profile in this case is given by Si(x:ax,
y:ay), and the approximations for the response and its
variance correspondingly are
Ri(ax,ay) %
j,kZ
S i2(xj:ax,yk:ay)
: (axay:o i2)
&

S i2(xj,yk)dx dy
and
Var(Ri(ax,ay)): (axays2:o i2)
&

S i2(xj,yk)dx dy.
The discriminability then becomes
d %i
Ri
sRi
:
(axay:o i2)
&

S i2(xj,yk)dx dy
(axays:o i2)
&

S i2(xj,yk)dx dy
1:2

(axay)1:2
soi
8A i1:2,
i.e. it is proportional to the square root of stimulus
area.
Appendix B. Symbols used in text
s test stimulus strength (for a spatial
periodic target, s would be contrast)
t time variable
test interval choice variable6
index for signal intervals
n index for null interval
index variable over the set of sum-i
mation field responses
index variables over a set of inputsj,k
over local positions within a summa-
tion field
an unspecified monotonic functionf( )
internal response to the test stimulusri(t)
in the ith local mechanism over time
dummy integration variable on vari-r %
able r
two-dimensional index variables ofx,y
the local positions of retinal inputs
ax,ay scaling factors in x and y directions
Ai effective area of the ith summation
field
R mean internal response to the test
stimulus at the decision site (or a
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corresponding location parameter in
the case of the Weibull formalism)
Ri mean internal response to the test
stimulus in the ith local mechanism
(or a corresponding location parame-
ter in the case of the Weibull formal-
ism)
internal response threshold belowRu
which no response information is
transmitted to the decision site
Pearson product moment correlationR
coefficient
difference between internal responsed
variables rs and rn
sampling distance between local inputsoi
scaled in relation to the width of the
ith summation field
probability that the observer’s re-p(6x Bg\)
sponse indicates interval x given
stimulus state g
standard deviation of the additives
noise on each local input
standard deviation of the additivesN
noise, i.e. the residual noise when
R0
sR standard deviation of all operative
noise components for nonzero mean
response strength R ; will equal sN
for a system governed by additive
noise
standard deviation of full-multiplica-sE
tive noise due to eye movements over
a stimulus
discriminability of signal from nulld %
response scaled in terms of R:sR
b exponent controlling the psychometric
function steepness in the Weibull for-
mulation
exponent controlling the steepness ofb
the psychometric function in the Sig-
nal Detection formulation
exponent for summation of informa-p
tion from independent channels ac-
cording to the Minkowski rule
q exponent controlling the multiplica-
tive relation of an internal noise com-
ponent with internal response
strength
s0 sensitivity constant for d % fit
n number of local mechanisms
stimulated
number of local mechanisms moni-m
tored by the attention mechanism
M ratio of m:n
A scaling constant for uncertainty
approximation
log scaling constant for uncertaintyB
approximation
C additive constant for uncertainty
approximation
uncertainty exponent for uncertaintyU
approximation
S(x,y) profile of stimulus over spatial di-
mensions x,y
Ii(x,y) weighting function for an ideal filter
mediating detection of the ith stimu-
lus, matching the stimulus over spa-
tial dimensions x,y (and all the other
properties)
shift of retinal position of the stimu-Dx(t),Dy(t)
lus in time over spatial dimensions
x,y
cumulative probability distribution ofC(s)
the observer’s responses; assumed to
be proportional to C(R) in most of
the present treatment
the cumulative probability distribu-Ci(Ri)
tion that would be obtained if the
observer’s response were based on the
output of the ith local mechanism
PDF of some noise source r withD(r ;R,s)
mean R and standard deviation
s
G(r ;R,s) PDF of a Gaussian noise source r
with mean R and standard deviation
s
CDF of a Gaussian noise source rF(r ;R,s)
with mean R and standard deviation
s
F1(r ;R,s) inverse CDF (or erf) of a Gaussian
noise source r with mean R and stan-
dard deviation s
PDF of a Poisson noise source r withP(r ;R,s)
mean R and standard deviation s
PDF of an additive noise source rDb(r ;R)
with mean R generating a Weibull
CDF with exponent b
normalized PDF of the difference re-Zs(d ;D)
sponse d between two test intervals,
with mean D in units of its standard
deviation
PDF of samples of the max of aMn(0,sN)
noise-alone event over n channels
with zero mean response and stan-
dard deviation sN
PDF of samples of the max of a sig-Mn,m(R,sR)
nal-plus-noise event over m channels
with (equal) mean responses R and
standard deviation sR, together with
n-m noise-alone channels of zero
mean response and standard devia-
tion sN
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